Creations By Rod
Website: www.creations-by-rod.co.uk

Prices include FREE
delivery to most UK postcodes
(Delivery to Northern Ireland,
Highlands & Islands and
overseas buyers - contact me)

Email: rod@creations-by-rod.co.uk
Workshop: Creations By Rod, The Great Barn Workshop, Stede Hill, HARRIETSHAM, ME17 1NR

A range of free-standing units, which will also neatly fit
the IKEA Kallax/Expedit (and similar) cube storage
From £45.95

each (inc. shipping to UK mainland)

Made from MDF, sanded smooth and ready to use (or for you to paint, etc).
(All inserts are 330 mm wide x 330 mm high (see individual inserts for depth)

Current designs (constantly being added to!):
● KX SU InkPad Rack - for Stampin’ Up! Classic Ink Pads
● KX SU Punch Rack - for Stampin’ Up! Lock-down punches
● KX SU Multi - for Classic Ink Pads, Write Markers and Refills
● KX TH InkPad Rack - for Tim Holtz Distress Ink Pads
● KX Mini InkPad Rack - for 1” Ink Pads and various small items
● KX Paper Rack 12” - for 12” x 12” paper
● KX Paper Rack A4 - for A4 paper
● KX Paper Rack Duo - for A4 and 12” x 12” paper
● KX Ribbon Rack - for reels and “per metre/yard” ribbon
● KX Copic Various Rack - for Copic Various refills
● KX BigZ Rack - for Sizzix BigZ, BigZ L and OTE dies
● KX Cutting Die Rack - for Spellbinders and similar dies
● KX Pen Rack - open rack for almost ALL pens up to 16 mm Diameter
● KX Marker Rack - an 8 drawer rack for ALL pens up to 16 mm Diameter
● KX Pencil Rack - for all pencils up to 10 mm diameter
● KX 5 Drawer Rack - 5 drawers to store bits & bobs
● KX 10 Drawer Rack - 10 drawers to store bits & bobs
● KX 2 Drawer DVD Case Rack - to store up to 36 standard DVD cases
● KX Drying Rack - with10 mesh filled frames for air drying your small projects
● KX Thread/ or Skein Racks - to store embroidery threads or skeins
● KX Knitting Needle Rack - to store knitting needles up to 353 mm long

Discounts for Multiple Items (any mix)
buy 3 - 9 at the same time and receive a 10% discount or buy 10+ at the same
time for a 15% discount!
To take advantage of these bulk discounts, please email me with a list of your
requirements and I’ll send you a discounted PayPal invoice!
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KX Paper Rack 12” - £45.95 each
Designed to hold 12” or A4 paper and card.
These inserts can be rotated, so that paper is stored
vertical or horizontal.
10 slots (9 shelves + base)
Depth: 320 mm (approx. 12 ½” )

KX Paper Rack A4 - £45.95 each
Designed to hold A4 paper and card.
These inserts can be rotated, so that paper is stored
vertical or horizontal.
12 slots (11 shelves + base)
Depth (A4): 225 mm (approx. 9”)

KX Paper Rack Duo - £55.95 each
Designed to hold A4 and 12” x 12” paper and card.
These inserts can be rotated to suit your preference
10 slots for A4 and 3 slots for 12”
Depth: 325 mm (approx. 13” )

KX Pen Rack - £45.95 each
Designed to hold 162 pens up to 16 mm diameter.
Will hold ProMarkers, FlexMarkers, etc., Copics,
Spectrum Noir, Fountain Pens, etc., etc.
Depth: 130 mm (approx. 5 ⅛”)
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KX SU InkPad Rack - £45.95 each
Designed to hold Stampin’ Up! Classic Ink Pads.
Will hold 36 ink pads (3 columns of 12).
Supplied with sticky backed sheet of labels.
Depth: 110 mm (approx. 4¼”)

KX SU Punch Rack - £45.95 each
Designed to Stampin’ Up! and EK lock down punches.
24 compartments to hold various size punches.
Supplied with 18 loose spacers to keep smaller
punches to the front.
Depth: 120 mm (approx. 4 ¼” )

KX SU Multi Rack - £55.95 each
Designed to hold 24 of each of the following Stampin’
Up! products:
Classic Ink Pads
Stampin’ Write markers
Ink Refills.
Depth: 110 mm (approx. 4¼”)

KX Mini InkPad Rack - £55.95 each
Designed with 18 removable trays, supported by pairs
of runners. Each tray will hold 8 of the 1” mini ink
pads or they can be used to neatly hold a multitude of
small items (Stickles, buttons, beads, glitter pots,
paper clips, etc, etc)
Depth: 90 mm (approx. 3½”)
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KX TH InkPad Rack - £45.95 each
Designed for Tim Holtz Distress ink pads.
Hold 36 ink pads (3 columns of 12)
Supplied with a sticky backed sheet of all currently
the available colours
Depth: 80 mm (approx. 3 ¼” )

KX Cutting Die Rack - £45.95 each
Designed to hold all your “Spellbinders” and similar
embossing and cutting dies.
Has 10 removable shelves for easy access and storage.
Each shelf has staggered tabs, so that you can add
your own identification labels
Depth: 255 mm (approx. 10”)
(Available with the 10 sheet Magnetic Sheet Pack for
£15 extra - request when ordering)

KX 5 Drawer Rack - £45.95 each
Designed to hold all your “bits & bobs”.
Has 5 removable drawers (50 mm deep).
Each drawer has a thumbnail cutout to assist with
opening
Depth: 240 mm (approx. 9 ½”)

KX 10 Drawer Rack - £55.95 each
Designed to hold all your “bits & bobs”.
Has 10 removable drawers (50 mm deep).
Each drawer has a thumbnail cutout to assist with
opening
Depth: 240 mm (approx. 9 ½”)
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KX Pencil Rack - £55.95 each
Designed to hold 250 pencils up to 10 mm diameter.
10 grooved bottom drawers
Depth: 225 mm (approx. 8 ¾”)

KX Pen Rack - £45.95 each
Designed to hold 162 pens up to 16 mm diameter.
Will hold ProMarkers, FlexMarkers, etc., Copics,
Spectrum Noir, Fountain Pens, etc., etc.
Depth: 130 mm (approx. 5 ⅛”)

KX Marker Rack - £55.95 each
Designed as a tidier,enclosed way to store all your
marker pens (ProMarkers, FlexMarkers, etc., Copics,
Spectrum Noir, Fountain Pens, etc., etc.)
This has 8 removable grooved base drawers to support
the full length of the markers. Capacity: 128 markers
Depth: 190 mm (approx. 7 ½”)

KX BigZ Rack - £45.95 each
Designed for Sizzix BigZ, BigZ L and OTE dies
Will hold 24 x BigZ, 12 x BigZ L or 48 x OTE (or a
combination)
Depth: 142 mm (approx. 5½”)
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KX Copic Various Rack - £45.95 each
Designed to hold 105 refills (not the actual pens!).
Has 7 shelves with fixed spacers to support and keep
the refills in position
Depth: 130 mm (approx. 5 ⅛”)

KX Thread Skein Rack - £55.95 each
A removable 10 drawer unit with dividers in each of
the drawers, to keep your skeins of thread separate.
Also ideal for storing lace bobbins!
Depth: 225 mm (approx. 8 ¾”)

KX Thread Bobbin Rack - £55.95 each
A removable 5 drawer unit with 18 compartments in
each of the drawers, to neatly store your thread
bobbins (total capacity approx. 900 card bobbins,
which can be stored upright or on their side)
Depth: 240 mm (approx. 9 ½”)

KX Knitting Needle Rack - £65.95 each
A removable 8 drawer unit with dividers in each of the
drawers, to keep your pairs of knitting needles
separate.
Will store knitting needles up to 353 mm long (just
under 14”)
Depth: 370 mm (approx. 14½ ”)
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KX Drying Rack - £59.95 each
Designed as a unit in which you can dry all your small
craft/art projects.
Has 10 nylon meshed removable frames
Depth: 320 mm (approx. 12½”)

KX Ribbon Rack - £55.95 each
Designed to hold all your ribbons.
Will hold reels up to 100 mm diameter.
9 slot fronted drawers to hold loose lengths of ribbon.
1 shelf with dowels to hold reels in place.
Depth: 125 mm (approx. 5” )

KX Ribbon Rack 2 - £45.95 each
Designed to hold all your ribbons.
Will hold reels up to 100 mm diameter.
Depth: 125 mm (approx. 5” )
No drawers - but 3 shelves instead, with dowels to
hold reels in place.

KX 2 Drawer DVD Case Rack - £45.95 each
Will hold 36 standard DVD cases
Drawers have extended sides so they can be fully
opened without falling out.
Depth: 280 mm (approx. 11”)
(Each drawer is 150 mm deep (approx 6”)
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As well as all my “standard” items, I am always
happy to hear from crafters who would like me to
build something “bespoke” for them.
email me: rod@creations-by-rod.co.uk
If you would like to request something built for
storing a particular product, please email me with
as much detail about the product as possible
(including dimensions/ diameter, product photos
etc). The greater accuracy of millimetres is
preferred (but I can convert from “old money” if
you find it a lot easier)

No promises, but I’ll do my best to accommodate!
I am also pleased to receive any photos of items
bought from me, showing them “loaded” (as this
can be a great help for other buyers).

PS: If you no longer want/need this catalogue, please pass it on to a
friend, so that they can sort out their “stash”

Rod
If you use Facebook, why not follow me at
“CreationsByRodUK” for all the latest news,
buyers’ comments & photos (and give me a
)

Northern Ireland, Highlands & Islands and overseas buyers please note:
Please email me to request shipping costs prior to ordering!
NB: Prices quoted in this catalogue only apply to items when ordered direct from my website
- other sources may differ.
Details and prices correct as at 23/10/2019
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